
the 
thoroughly 
modern  
millhouse
How to turn a dark 
Cotswold mill into  
a family home? With 
reclaimed materials, 
vintage paint colours  
– and enough room  
for seven children

In the kitchen, reclaimed 
metal chairs are covered 
with sheepskins, shelving 
is made from scaffolding 
planks and the pendant 
lights are supersized. Left: 
Nia Morris and Paul Baines 
in the terraced garden 
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ou could say design inspires love. 
When Paul Baines, a consultant in 
paediatric intensive care, saw a feature 
on designer Nia Morris’s London 
home, he got in touch. Five years later, 
the couple – who dated at Oxford 
before both finding other partners  

– are this month marrying at their joint new 
home in Gloucestershire.

Baines has four children, aged 17 to 22,  
and Morris three, aged 19 to 25, so the former 
mill with 16 acres of land had a big job to  
do. “The house needed to function for both  
of us, as well as when all seven children  
and their various girlfriends and boyfriends 
are around,” says Morris. Gloucestershire  
was the midway point on the map between 
London, where Morris previously lived,  
and Alder Hey Children’s Hospital in 
Liverpool, where Baines works. “Originally  
we just wanted a place that was equidistant,” 
Morris explains. “We always thought it was 
going to be a part-time house, but gradually 
we all preferred being here.”

Bran Mill was not love at first sight. “It was 
dark and badly planned, but I knew it had 
potential,” she says. “I also liked the fact it had 

a cottage, as we needed all the bedrooms we 
could find.” (They now have seven.) The couple 
moved in for 18 months to test it out while 
Morris, who retrained as a designer after many 
years as a City lawyer, considered her options. 

She believes a house should be true to 
itself. “I knew it was never going to be a grand 
country house,” she says. “I wanted to retain 
the industrial heritage by using reclaimed 
materials, including the wooden floor and 
terracotta tiles. I left the rivets exposed on the 
new staircase too. There’s no point in trying to 
hide anything.” She even got her builders to 
turn scaffolding planks into kitchen shelving.

The first design decision was to knock out 
the back wall of what was previously the 
kitchen and erect huge glass and metal doors 
to connect it to the garden. The second 
decision was to make a double-height front 
entrance. “I wanted to create impact when 
you walk in, even if that meant losing space  
in a bedroom,” Morris explains. 

Baines made few demands. “All he asked 
for was a study filled with books,” says Morris. 
So she carved out a room within the large 
living space, using floor-to-ceiling bookshelves 
instead of walls. “He is very happy now.”

Morris wanted to use plenty of colour, and 
not where you always expect it. “I painted the 
living room in Paint & Paper Library’s Squid 
Ink, a dark blue-green. It was always a dark 
space. We knew it would be an evening room,” 
she says. Her favourite colour, pink, is dotted 
around in various shades, from the Bert & 
May encaustic tiles in the guest bathroom to 
the delicate pink of the antique throw on the 
couple’s bed. In the kitchen, she covered 
reclaimed metal chairs with sheepskin throws. 

The terraced garden, designed by Philip 
Nixon, a friend and three-time Chelsea  
gold medallist, was cleverly designed to 
prevent any sort of flooding while providing 
entertaining space. “We wanted organised 
planting that was also informal,” says Morris.

Design might have brought the couple 
together but it also highlights their differences. 
“Paul always says the house was fine as it 
was,” Morris teases. The final decision, yet  
to be made, could be the hardest: what breed  
of dog to choose. “It’s not going to be easy,” 
she says, “with nine different opinions to  
take into account.” n

niamorris.co.uk
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Clockwise from far 
left: the living room 
is painted in Paint & 

Paper Library’s Squid 
Ink; staircase rivets 
are left exposed; the 
study, with bespoke 
bookshelves; utility  

room painted in Farrow 
& Ball’s Arsenic shade
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